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To all whom it may concern;
Be it known that II,WALTER R. CRIPPEN
a citizen of the United States, and resident
of Newton, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Massachusetts, have invented new
and useful Improvements in Music-Sheet
Guides, of which the following is a specifi

cation.

bar, but may also be insufficient to open one
of the guide apertures, since the margin
of the music sheet must overlie the guide
apertures far enough to act as an air tight.
valve to close the guide aperture. Fur 60
thermore, if the sheet moves far enough to
begin to uncover one of the guide openings,
the other necessarily remaining closed, the
slight opening thus at first effected may not
be sufficient to enable the bellows governed 65
thereby to respond emphatically enough in
stantly to restore the music sheet and tracker
bar to accurate adjustment. Again, there
is a tendency in such devices, when one of
the motors comes into action, for the music 70
sheet to be shifted too far and so to bring
the other motor into operation, thus pro
ducing a laterally reciprocating movement of
the music sheet by reason of the alternate 75
action of the two motors.
The purpose of the present invention is to
render the pneumatic means for restoring
the adjustment between the music sheet and
the tracker bar more sensitive to slight de 80
viations of the music sheet and more in
stantly and completely responsive to such
deviations, and otherwise to remedy the
defects in the guide mechanisms heretofore
used. To this end I arrange the guide
openings or ports which govern the pneu 85
matic means for adjusting the music sheet
and tracker bar, so that when the music
sheet is running in its true and normal path
and registering accurately with the tracker
bar, said guide ports will be partially and 90
equally, but not wholly, open, thus holding
the pneumatic adjusting means controlled
by said ports always in operation and nor
mally balanced under equal air tension, and 95
when the music sheet tends to deviate from
Said normal position any lateral deviation
thereof effects simultaneously the increase
of the area of the opening of one of said
guide ports and the reduction of the area 00
of the opening of the other guide port,
thereby governing the pneumatic adjusting
means by the differential between said areas.
Thus it will be seen that the pneumatic ad

This invention relates to pneumatic guide
mechanisms for traveling music sheets, and
its object is to provide an improved and a
more sensitive and immediately responsive
device than has heretofore been produced
for maintaining correct registration be:
tween the perforations of a music sheet and
the pneumatic music apertures in the
tracker bar of an automatic musical in
strument, and One in which the pneumatic
motor for effecting the adjustment between
20 the music sheet and the tracker, bar is con
tinuously in operation.
Pneumatic guiding mechanisms have
heretofore been devised for this purpose in
which the pneumatic guide openings gov
25 erning the two bellows motors which effect
the adjustment between the music sheet and
the tracker bar, are maintained closed when
the music sheet is in its normal position and
is running in correct registration with the
30 tracker bar. In such apparatus a lateral
deviation of the music sheet if carried far
enough opens one or the other of Said nor
mally closed guide openings and thereby
inaugurates the action of the corresponding
bellows motor which, in turn, effects the ad
justment between the music sheet and the
tracker bar. In contrivances of this sort
it will be seen that both bellows motors for
adjusting the music sheet are normally
40 maintained in inoperative condition; that
never more than one of them is brought
into operation at a time; that the corrective
effect in the adjustment of the music sheet is
dependent on the action of one bellows no
tor independent of the other which is held
inoperative; and that until the music sheet
deviates far enough from its true path to
uncover one of the guide posts, the action
of the corresponding bellows motor for ad justing means instead of being normally in 105
50 justing
the sheet will not be inaugurated. operative, are at all times normally in op-.
The result is that a slight deviation of the eration, and that the slightest deviation of
music sheet from its true and normal path the music sheet will not only instantly en
may be sufficient to prevent the accurate large the opening of one of the guide ports,
registration of the perforations of the music thereby producing an instantaneous effect
sheet with the music apertures of the tracker upon the pneumatic adjusting motor with 10
O
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and restores the music sheet to its correct ports and thereby upsets the balance of air
position with relation to the tracker bar. tension in the two sides of the motor, caus
To describe more in detail the operation. ing the music roll to be shifted instantly
of the several elements: Suppose the music in the direction to correct such deviation,
sheet to deviate to the right, as viewed in and the motor for effecting such adjustment 70
Fig. 1. The open area of the left hand being governed by the differential between
guide port, p, would then be increased and the open areas of the two guide ports, re
the open area of the right hand guide port, sponds instantly and emphatically to such
p, would be simultaneously and correspond deviation, restoring the music sheet and
ingly reduced by the lateral shifting of the tracker bar to their proper relation before 75
margins of the music roll which regulate the deviation has become sufficiently pro
the size of the open area of said guide nounced to effect the correct playing of the
ports. The supply of air will thereby be instrument. It will also be noted that the
increased through pipe f' to the bellows regulating motor is at all times in opera
s compartment, F, and at the same time cor tion and at all times tending to maintain 80
respondingly decreased through the pipeg the music sheet in correct registration with
to the bellows compartment G. Bellows F the tracker bar instead of being normally
will instantly tend to expand and belows cut out of operation in the manner hereto
G will instantly tend to collapse, thereby fore practiced in such devices which has
20 moving arm l, link m, and arm n upward, necessitated a substantial disarrangement in s
and swinging the segmental cam D.in a the relation between the music sheet and the
counter-clockwise direction. The end of tracker bar to bring the motor into action.
spindle e' will then ride upon the inclined While I have herein illustrated a device
cam surface of D which will thereby thrust in which the music roll is shifted to adjust
the music roll C and with it the music sheet the music sheet and tracker bar, it will be 90
M toward the left, compressing spring 8, understood that the relative adjustment
and so restore the music sheet to correct could be obtained by shifting the tracker
registration with the tracker bar. The in bar in a manner well known to those skilled
stant the bellows F expands and the bellows in
the art, instead of by shifting the music
30 G contracts by reason of the unequal air roll.
95
supply through the guide ports, the spring I claim: .
alve k is permitted to rise by the move 1. In combination, a traveling music .
ment of the outer leaf of bellows F and un sheet, a tracker bar provided with two pneu
covers additional ports i, and spring valve matic guide ports, each partially open when
35 k' is compressed by the outer leaf of the the music sheet is in correct registration 00
bellows. G and closes additional ports, i, with said tracker bar, the lateral deviation of
thus tending to increase the suction area. the music sheet effecting simultaneously the
from bellows F and reducing it from bel increase of the area of the opening of one
Jows G, and facilitating the restoration of of said guide ports and the reduction of the
4) the music roll to normal position. Branch area of the opening of the other, and pneu 05
passages, h, and h, together with the ports, matic means communicating with said guide
i and i, serve as an equalizer passage be ports and governed by the differential be
tween the compartments, F and G. As the tween said areas for adjusting the relation
music sheet M shifts back to normal and between the music sheet and the tracker bar.
45 correct position, as described, the open areas
2. In combination, a tracker bar provided 0
of the guide ports, p, will again be equal with two pneumatic guide ports, a traveling
ized and until the balance of said areas is music sheet, the margins of which extend
again upset by the lateral deviation of the part Way across said guide ports, leaving
music sheet, the air tension in the compart each of said guide ports partially open,
50 ments, F and G, will remain balanced and whereby the lateral deviation of the music
5
hold the music sheet in the position to sheet will simultaneously effect the increase
which it is for the time being adjusted. It of the area of the opening of one of said
will be understood that deviation of the mu guide ports and the reduction of the area .
sic sheet in the opposite direction, that is, of the opening of the other, and pneumatic
55 to the left as viewed in Fig. 1, will cause means communicating with said guide ports 20
the parts to operate in reverse manner to and governed by the differential between
that just described swinging cam D in a said areas for adjusting the relation between
clockwise direction and permitting the end the music sheet and the tracker bar.
of the spindle, c', to move down the can 3. In combination, a traveling music
60 surface and the music roll C, to shift to the . sheet, a tracker bar provided with two pneu 25
right under the influence of springs. Thus, matic guide ports, each partially and
the deflection or deviation of the music sheet equally open when the music sheet is in
in either direction from its true or normal normal position, the lateral deviation of the . . .
path to no matter how Simal an extent, music sheet effecting simultaneously the in

85 varies the relative open areas of the guide +-erease-of-the-are?` of the opening of on?
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of said guide ports and the reduction of the
area of the opening of the other, and a pneu
matic for adjusting the relation between the
music sheet and the tracker bar, comprising

partments communicating with said guide.
ports respectively and governed by the
differential between the areas thereof, and

an exhaust passage communicating with
each of said bellows compartments, con 4:
two bellows compartments in which equal trolled
by valves automatically actuated by
air tension is normally maintained, said the movement
of said bellows to vary the
compartments communicating with said
guide ports respectively, and governed by air passages between said bellows compart
ments and said exhaust passage.
the differential between the areas thereof.
6. In combination, a traveling music
10. 4. In combination, a traveling music sheet,
a tracker bar provided with two pneu
sheet, a tracker bar provided with two pneu matic guide
ports, each partially and equally
matic guide ports, each partially and equally open when the
music sheet is in normal posi
open when the music sheet is in normal posi
the lateral deviation of the music sheet
tion, the lateral deviation of the music sheet tion,
5 effecting simultaneously the increase of the effecting simultaneously the increase of the
of the opening of one of said guide
area of the opening of one of said guide area
ports
of the area of the
ports and the reduction of the area of the openingandofthethereduction
other, a pneumatic for ad
opening of the other, a pneumatic for lid justing the relation
between the music sheet
Justing the relation between the music sheet
20 and the tracker bar, comprising two bellows and the tracker bar, comprising two bellows
in which equal air tension is
compartments in which equal air tension is compartments
normally maintained, said compartments
normally maintained, said compartments communicating
with said guide ports respec
communicating with said guide ports respec tively and governed
by the differential be
tively and governed by the differential be
25 tween the areas thereof, and an equalizer tween the areas thereof, an exhaust passage,
a series of small ports connecting each bel
passage connecting said compartments.
with said exhaust pas
5. In combination, a traveling music lows compartment
and a valve controlling each of said
sheet, a tracker bar provided with two pneu sage,
matic guide ports, each partially and equally series of ports, said valves being actuated
30 open when the music sheet is in normal by the movement of said bellows to open
more of the ports of one series and
position, the lateral deviation of the music onetheor same
time to close one or more of the
sheet effecting simultaneously the increase at
ports
of
the
other series.
.
of the area of the opening of one of said
by me at Boston, Massachusetts,
guide ports and the reduction of the area thisSigned
4th day of December, 1911.
of, the opening of the other, a pneumatic
for adjusting the relation between the music Witnesses: WALTER R. CRIPPEN,
sheet and the tracker bar, comprising two
ROBERT CUSHIMAN,
bellows compartments in which equal air
CHARLES D. WooDBERRY.
tension is normally maintained, said con
Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents.
Washington, D. C.’

